Abstract-The class of autocorrelation functions of binary sequences is studied in terms of their finite-dimensional projections; that is, the vector ranges of finite sets of consecutive correlation coefficients. These are convex polyhedra whose extreme points can be generated by binary sequences of bounded periods. Algorithms are given for the calculation of the extreme points. Tables are presented for the extreme points and  supporting hyperplanes controlled system from noisy measurements [l]; the accuracy of the identification can often be increased if the input is made to switch between the two extremes of its range of values and to generate an autocorrelation function that takes advantage of any a priori information known about the system. Other examples can be found in the field of statistical communications. Not all autocorrelation functions, however, can be generated by binary sequences and so it is natural to try to delineate the total class C of autocorrelation functions that can be generated in this way.
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A number of properties of C have been discovered by Shepp, some of which are described in [2] . One simple but useful result is that C coincides with the class of covariance functions of stationary binary sequences; so it contains, for instance, all sequences of the form (2/7r arcsin (a,J~~))~~z for some positive definite sequences (a,), which are just the covariance functions obtained by the familiar technique of "clipping" Gaussian sequences. Shepp [2] and Masry [3] have given characterizations of other subclasses. Further properties are that C is compact and convex (see Section II) and each element has a Choquet representation as an average of the extreme points of C. As we shall see, 001%9448/83/0700-0502$01.00 01983 IEEE this representation is not unique and so C is not a simplex in the sense of Choquet. In this respect C differs from the containing class of positive definite sequences. According to the Bochner-Herglotz theorem every positive definite sequence (a,) with a, = 1 has a spectral representation a, = / "2cos 2n7rX dF( A) 0 with respect to a uniquely defined distribution function F(X), and it follows that the positive definite class is a Choquet simplex; its extreme elements being the sequences (cos2mX),,* for h E [0, 11. An implicit characterization of C has been given by McMillan [2] , [4] in terms of a specialized "positive-definiteness" condition, but this is not in a form that lends itself to application.
In this paper we study C via its finite-dimensional projections; that is, the vector ranges for different m of the first m correlation coefficients of binary sequences. These turn out to be complicated convex polyhedra (the fivedimensional one, for instance, has 15 vertices and 36 faces), and it does not seem possible to describe them for all m by a simple "closed-form" expression. Fortunately, each vertex of the mth projection is the first m correlation coefficients of a periodic binary sequence of a period no greater than 2", as will be shown in Section III, and so it is at least possible to give algorithms that compute these vertices exactly in a finite number of steps. Two such algorithms are described in Section IV. A complete list of vertices of the first five projections of C, computed with the aid of one of these algorithms, and the binary sequences that generate them, are presented in a table in Section V. To provide an exact test for "partial realizations" of autocorrelations of binary sequences, that is, whether m numbers constitute the first m correlation coefficients of a binary sequence, for m up to 5, we have also tabled all the corresponding supporting hyperplanes containing faces. Some properties of C that can be deduced from these tables are also given.
The results presented in this paper can easily be rephrased as characterizations of the projections of the recurrence frequency functions r,, = lim,,,(l/N)CiN~~,,=,,+,~ of binary sequences. Some recurrence frequencies are of interest in problems of experimental design and some analogous results for the two-and three-dimensional projections of many-valued sequences are shortly to be published by Kiefer and Wynn [5] .
II. A LEMMA OF SHEPP
Throughout the paper the term binary sequence refers to a doubly infinite sequence of + l's and -1's. C denotes the class of autocorrelation functions generated by binary sequences; that is, the class of sequences p = ( pn)ncB such that for some binary sequence s = (~~-)~=z p,, = lim N+oo(l/N)CF=,ssk~k+n for all n. II, denotes the projection of a sequence p into its first m terms: II,p = (P,,. . -9 pm). The class of autocorrelation functions of periodic binary sequences of period p (s,,+~ = s, for all n) is denoted by PP and the class Upz, PP of autocorrelation functions of all periodic binary sequences by P.
Lemma (Shepp) : C is convex and compact in the topology of coordinatewise convergence, and P is dense in C.
This lemma is due to L. A. Shepp and is fundamental to what follows. Since his proof is unpublished we shall outline his arguments.
Proof: First, suppose sp = (s,P) is the binary sequence of period p given by s,P = s, for 1 G n <p. If p(s) and p (sp) are the corresponding autocorrelation functions, then it is straightforward to verify that for each n the periodic autocorrelations p,,(sP) + p,,(s) as p -+ cc, and therefore that P is dense in C. Next, suppose ( pm)mcrm is a sequence of elements of C converging coordinatewise to a sequence p and for each m, s m is a binary sequence generating pm. Then if we choose a sequence of integers k(m) so that k(m + 1)/k(m) + cc we find that the concatenated binary sequence (x,) , where
has p as its autocorrelation function. So C is closed and, being a subset of the compact product space [ -1, + l] z, it is compact. Finally to show that C is convex, consider two elements p1 and p2 E C with generating binary sequences s' and s2. It is clear that, for any two integers p and q, the autocorrelation function of the binary sequence of period (p+q)m,thatiss,!,forlgn<pmands~forpm<n< (P + 4)m, converges as m --$ 00 to (p/( p + q))p' + (q/( p + q))p2, which is therefore in the closed set C. By a further closure argument it follows that cup' + (1 -a)p2 E C for all (Y E [0, 11.
III. PROPERTIES OF THE PROJECTIONS OF C
Theorem 1: II,& is a compact convex polyhedron. Each vertex (0,;. ., 0,) is the first m correlation coefficients of a binary sequence of period 6 2"; that is, there is a binary sequence s of period p G 2" such that oi = (l/p)C,P,, s~s~+~, i = 1;. *, m.
Proof: By Shepp's lemma C is compact and convex and, II, being a continuous linear map, II,C is also compact and convex. The remainder of the theorem is equivalent to the statement that II,C = H, where His the convex hull of the finite set of elements II,(Uf"Pp).
H is obviously closed and is contained in II&. Since by Shepp's lemma the closure of II,,, P = II,&, it only remains to show that II,P c H for the completion of the proof. Now let s be a binary sequence of arbitrary period p generating an element p of P. Let ,s, be the m-tuple (s,,, s,+,; . ., s,+,-,); since s has period p, ,,,sp+, = mSI. Now let k, = 0 < k, < . . . < k, = p, be the total set of intermediate times where mu, is repeated; that is, for j = 1;. ., d, kj = min(k: k > kj-,, ,gk+, =m~,},
VOL. IT-2.9, NO. 4, JULY 1983 and let pj = kj -kj-,. As ,s,, can range over at most 2" different values as n varies, pi < 2" for all j. If pj is the autocorrelation function of the periodic binary sequence of period pj defined by the full cycle (sk,_ , +n), QnGp,, then for each q: 1 < q < m, = Fp; + kkp; + . . . correlation function (of period p) the measure is discrete and the representation reduces to the form:
Corollary: For every element of II,C there is a periodic autocorrelation function of a binary sequence that extrapolates it.
We would emphasize that the periodic elements of C are not necessarily the autocorrelation functions of periodic binary sequences. For example, if p,, = 1 for even n and 0 for odd n then it lies in C, but there is no periodic binary sequence with such an autocorrelation.
If there were it would have period 2, but none of the four periodic binary sequences of period 2 have this correlation function. However, it is easy to show that the vertices of the convex set of elements p in C of equal periodp are generated by sequences also of periodp; so by a suitable choice of probability distribution on the set of binary sequences of period p it is always possible to generate any such periodic p as the covariance function of a stochastic binary sequence of the same period. Now if the pair (p,, p2) is also extreme in II,A then necessarily cos(2~i/p) = p, and cos(4ri/p) = p2 for every i for which CX~ > 0. But it is clear from the positive-definiteness conditions 2~: -1 G p2 6 1 (see Fig. 1 ) that (~0~2971, cos4mX) is an extreme point of II,A for all X E [0, 11; the argument thus shows that for irrational X the element (cos 2mh, cos 47rX) does not have a periodic extrapolation.
Theorem 1 gives a characterization of the finite-dimensional projection of C; these in turn determine C itself in the following way.
Theorem 2: A sequence ( P,,),,,=~ E C if and only if p,, = 1, p, = p-, and for m = 1,2; . -, (P,, P2,"'? p, ) E convex hull {II&t:, PP } .
Proof: The necessity follows from Theorem 1. To prove sufficiency we can use its corollary. If a sequence p satisfies these conditions for each m, (p,, . . . , p,) E III,& and so there exists a periodic autocorrelation function pm in C such that p: = p,, for 1 < n d m. C is closed and p is the coordinatewise limit of the sequence (p") as m + CO; so p E c.
IV. COMPUTING THE VERTICES OF II,&?
Theorem 1 states that the vertices of II& are generated by periodic binary sequences of period Q 2". So in principle it is possible to find these vertices by constructing all such sequences, listing the vectors of their first m correlation coefficients, and then selecting from this list of points in lR ' those that are extreme points of its convex hull. In practice most of these candidates can quickly be eliminated by an application of the following lemma.
Elimination Lemma: Suppose (s,) is a binary sequence of period p (< 2") that generates a vertex of II,C. If the AND CLARK: CHARACTERIZING AUTOCORRELATIONS 505 m-tuples ,s, = (sn, s,+,; . 0, s,+,-,) repeat themselves at i and j within a period, that is, for 1 G i < j G p, m~i = m~j, then the sequence with the lesser period j -i, which is defined by the cycle (s~)~<,,<~, also generates the same vertex. Consequently, only those periodic sequences s for which the corresponding m-tuples ,s, do not repeat themselves within a period need be considered as generators of vertices. The proof of this lemma is essentially the same as the second part of the proof of Theorem 1, so we omit it.
Finding the extreme points of the remaining points can be done in a number of ways. Two methods will be described here: an expanding method based on an algorithm of Degtyar and Finkel'shteyn [6] , and a shrinking method.
In the expanding method an increasing nested sequence of convex polyhedra is constructed that converges to the convex hull of all the points. Each face of a member of this sequence is described by a number of disjoint simplices of codimension 1 whose union forms the face and whose vertices are all members of the candidate list. The linear equalities defining the supporting hyperplanes containing each simplex (and therefore the faces) are also calculated. A new point from the remainder of the list is tested to see whether it is in the polyhedron and discarded if it is, and this is repeated until a point is found to be outside. The convex hull of this point and the polyhedron then forms the next polyhedron in the sequence. The initial polyhedron is just an arbitrarily chosen simplex of m + 1 points from the list. The' vertices of II,C can be identified with those corners of the simplices characterizing the final polyhedron that lie in m independent supporting hyperplanes.
In the shrinking method points are successively discarded from the candidate list or classified as vertices until only the vertices of II& remain. At each stage one point, say x0, is chosen from the list that remains and a sequence of points c, in the convex hull of all the other points {x'; * .) xN} is constructed to converge to the point closest to x0. This can be done, for instance, by a minimization algorithm that successively decreases the norm 11x0 -WP,2/~E"p,")x'll with respect to the free parameters P,; . -2 PN. It is not necessary to compute a large number of c,,; as all that is required is to find a c, sufficiently close to the closest point for one of two tests to show whether x0 is in the convex hull of the others or is an external point and therefore a vertex of II&. Clearly x0 is a vertex if and only if for some n the vector c, -x0 is the normal of a hyperplane passing through x0 and separating it from the convex hull of {x'; + -, xN}; however, we also have that x0 is a member of the convex hull if and only if for some n the norm 11x0 -c,Il is less than a "quantum" value which we shall now describe. As the vertices of II,& arerational, its supporting hyperplanes containing faces can all be described uniquely by linear equalities of the type ho + h ,x, + . . . + h,xm = 0 where ho; . 0, h, are coprime integers. Let L be the maximum length of the normal vectors h = (ho; + ., h,). If x is generated by a binary sequence of period p then its components have p as a common denominator. For any normal vector h the expression p I ho + h,x, + . . . + h,x,l is an integer and so, if x is strictly outside II&, the distance between x and II,C is at least l/Lp. An obvious lower bound of this is l/( L2m) and this is the quantum distance we have referred to. In practice the quantum distance is not known a priori, and an arbitrary value (Y will have to be used as a threshold value in the test for internal points. However, a backward induction argument shows that, provided the points are selected as vertices according to these two tests, and that (Y is less than the quantum distance corresponding to the supporting hyperplanes of the find selection,, then the selected points are true vertices of II,C and no true vertex will have been discarded. Table I , giving the vertices of II,C for m Q 5, and other results to be described in the next section, was computed by the shrinking method. Table II , giving the corresponding faces, was computed by a modification of the expanding method. It can be seen that for m = 5 the longest normal vector corresponding to a supporting hyperplane is exactly 10 long. In this case the quantum distance in the shrinking method is therefore l/320.
For m Q 5, the shrinking method, together with a minimization algorithm involving a pattern search technique, was easy to implement as a computer program and was fast in execution. We have not made a direct comparison between this method and the expanding method, but since for m > 5 the number of candidate points to be considered would be very large and the minimization involved in the shrinking method would be correspondingly slow, it is probable that the expanding method would be more efficient for larger values of m.
V. COMPUTED RESULTS
The first column in Table I lists all the vertices of II,C for m up to 5. On the same line, as each vertex, is listed a full cycle of a binary sequence of shortest period p that generates it and a full cycle of the associated autocorrelation function that extrapolates it. All the vertices of II,& and their associated extrapolations for m up to 4, and some of those for m = 5, have representations of the form p, = a arcsin (cos2nXn).
Where this is so, the corresponding value of X is also listed. The polyhedra I12C and II& are illustrated in Figs Cl,-l/3,-1/3,1/3,-1/3,-1/3,1 )...) (I,-l/7,3/7,-l/7,-l/7,3/7,-1/7,1,...) ~l,l/7,3/7,l/7,-1/7,-3/7,-1/7,-1,-l/7, -3/7,-l/7,1/7,3/7,1/7,1,...) Table I . Thus we can see, for instance, that I&C is shaped First, it is easy to verify that if the extrapolated autocorlike a "ridge-tent" in that it is the convex hull of five relation function associated with any vertex of II,,,C has a vertices all lying on one face and two other vertices. period p Q 2m, then it is also a vertex of the set of The supporting lines of II& are also described by some autocorrelations of period p and, hence, of C itself. Now in inequalities of S. P. Lloyd as reported in [2] .
I&C the extrapolations p4, p*, pi2, and p" of the 4th, 8th, We conclude with two simple properties of C that can be 12th, and 13th 'vertices have periods either 3 or 6 and so deduced from the fifth section of Table I. are extreme points of C. But the autocorrelation function ( of period 6 starting (1, 0, -f , 0, . . . ) can be represented either as (p4 + p8)/2 or as (p" + p13)/2 and so has two distinct Choquet representations in terms of the extreme points of C. In other words, C is not a simplex.
It is well-known that any sequence of the form ((2/77 ) arcsin a, > n E z, where (a,) is a positive definite sequence with a, = 1, is a member of C, but that not all elements of C can be represented in this way. Shepp [2] has also remarked that C contains elements that are not in the convex subset:
arcsincos2lrXn &(A), F a distribution function , i and this is illustrated in Table I by, e.g., the extrapolations p" and p13 of II&, which are extreme points of C, but which have no entry in the "X" column. However, a statement stronger than both of these can be made. Consider the extreme element p'*, which is of period 6. Its inverse image under the (2/a) arcsin transformation is (sin(a/2)pn) of which one full cycleis (1, f, -3, -3, -4, 3). The Fourier representation of this can easily be shown cos --iTcoS?rn~ 3 and the final negative coefficient precludes it from being positive definite. Thus p" is not in the compact set A' = mv77) arcsin %z)nsz: u E A}, which is the continuous image of the compact set A of normalized positive definite sequences. As it is an extreme point of C, p" is also an extreme in any subset containing it. Since it is not in A' it cannot be an extreme point of the (compact) closed convex hull of A' ([7, p. 440, lemma 51) and so is outside this set. Consequently, C is strictly larger than the closed convex hull of it 2 -arcsin a, 77 1 : a, = l,a, = -a,, nez (a,) positive definite .
